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observed products. By combining computational chemistry approaches with scanning probe 

microscopy experiments, this thesis contributes to understanding reaction mechanisms in on-surface 

synthesis. The findings enhance our knowledge of the field and pave the way for the design and 
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Abstrakt 

Syntéza na površích způsobila revoluci v oblasti syntetické chemie tím, že umožňuje syntézu a 

charakterizaci velkých konjugovaných uhlovodíků, které byly dříve nedostupné konvenčními 

metodami chemie v roztoku. Tento mladý fyzikálně-chemický obor využívá katalytických vlastností 

kovových povrchů v prostředí ultravysokého vakua ke zmenšení reakčního prostoru do dvou rozměrů 

a zavedení reaktivních kovových adatomů, což vede k novým a nečekaným syntetickým cestám. Pro 

plné využití těchto syntetických cest je nezbytné hluboké pochopení základních reakčních 

mechanismů. V této práci představujeme současný stav syntézy na površích a zkoumáme využití 

metod výpočetní chemie při studiu reakčních mechanismů, přímo propojených s experimenty 

mikroskopie skenovací sondou. 

Práce se zaměřuje na tři hlavní výzkumné projekty, které zdůrazňují autorův přínos v této oblasti. 

Za prvé je zkoumán vliv vibračních módů na reakční dráhy. Bylo zjištěno, že změny v π-konjugaci 

mohou aktivovat specifické vibrace, které usnadňují určité reakční kroky s podobnými energetickými 

bariérami. Za druhé je zkoumána souhra a spolupráce kovových adatomů různých prvků. Bylo 

zjištěno, že kodeponované sodíkové kationty zvyšují teplotní práh pro desorpci prekurzorů, zatímco 

nekovalentní organokovové dimery katalyzované adatomy stříbra podporují jednodimenzionální 

polymeraci s vysokou regioselektivitou. Proces disociace vykazuje regioselektivní chování v souladu 

s experimentálními pozorováními. A konečně, kombinace adatomů zlata s povrchem Ag(111) 

vykazuje regiospecifickou aktivaci aromatických C-H vazeb při pokojové teplotě. Adatomy napadají 

okraje molekulárního samouspořádání, vytvářejí organokovové dimery a vedou k vysoké 

regioselektivitě. 

Komplexní a spolehlivý popis studovaných vlastností a procesů je dosažen pomocí různých 

teoretických metod, které poskytují vysvětlení pro experimentálně pozorované produkty. Kombinací 

přístupů výpočetní chemie s experimenty mikroskopie skenovací sondou přispívá tato práce k 

pochopení reakčních mechanismů při syntéze na povrchu. Získané poznatky rozšiřují naše znalosti 

v této oblasti a připravují půdu pro návrh a syntézu konjugovaných uhlovodíků s požadovanými 

vlastnostmi.  
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1. Preface 

Conjugated hydrocarbons constitute a rich playground for technological applications via 

modification of the electronic structure.1–6 The possibility to tune the bandgap7–9 from insulator to 

semiconductor or even a metal renders hydrocarbons suitable for nanoelectronics, solar energy 

conversion, and spintronics. In special cases, the molecules exhibit an open-shell electronic structure 

exhibiting π-magnetism.10–12 These radical molecules are potentially applicable for data storage, 

catalysis, and solar cells. The research of conjugated molecules and nanomaterials, i.e., conjugated 

polymers, is an active and dynamic field with a shared objective of achieving tailored electronic 

structures. In this pursuit, computational chemistry emerges as an indispensable tool providing 

atomistic insight into the structure and a detailed description of the electronic structure. Theoretical 

calculations and simulations enable us to investigate chemical reactions and predict the properties of 

molecules and materials that have not yet been synthesized, expanding the boundaries of scientific 

knowledge and guiding experimental efforts. The interplay between computational chemistry and 

experimental research is crucial for advancing the field of conjugated molecules and nanomaterials. 

The insights gained from computational studies inform and guide experimental investigations, 

leading to the development of new materials with tailored electronic structures and enhanced 

performance. 

Although the synthesis and characterization of conjugated hydrocarbons is the subject of mainly 

organic chemistry, there is one key issue impeding the preparation of larger hydrocarbons, solubility. 

In the case of conjugated nanomaterials such as one-dimensional polymers and nanoribbons, the 

desired properties emerge with increasing length,7–9 which renders such materials inaccessible via 

conventional in-solution chemistry. One solution to the synthetic issue is offered by the on-surface 

synthesis (OSS) methodology. This innovative approach takes advantage of processes unique to 

surfaces and simultaneously circumvents solubility and stability issues by deposition under ultra-

high vacuum (UHV) conditions.13–16 This approach takes advantage of various effects inherent to 

OSS. Firstly, it resolves the solubility issue, enabling the growth of products into ribbons and chains 

that can reach dimensions of hundreds of nanometers.17–20 Additionally, the molecular precursors can 

form non-covalent self-assemblies,21,22 further expanding the potential for tailored structures and 

properties. The UHV conditions ensure the absence of side reactions of reactive intermediates or 

products with the atmosphere, solvents, or contaminants. This controlled environment allows for 

precise control over the reaction processes and eliminates unwanted interference. Moreover, the 

surfaces on which the OSS is performed play a crucial role in the process. The choice of surface, 

whether metallic, insulating, or featuring specific terminations, influences the interactions between 

the molecules and the substrate and dictates the nature and behavior of reactive adatoms during the 

reactions. Additionally, surfaces induce planarization of the molecular precursors, promoting the 
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formation of well-defined structures and enhancing the desired properties of the synthesized 

materials. 

While the OSS can be coupled with various experimental analysis techniques, in this thesis we 

will focus on the field using scanning probe microscopy (SPM) instrumentation.23,24 The atomically 

flat surfaces under UHV are an optimal playground for SPM which allows for accurate structural and 

electronic analyses with submolecular resolution.25–27 Various operating modes are available, 

addressing the properties of interest. For conducting structural analysis of planar molecules with 

bond-resolving precision, we use atomic force microscopy (AFM). This technique allows for the 

visualization of the surface topography and can provide atomic-scale details of the molecular 

structure. By precisely scanning the probe tip across the surface, AFM generates high-resolution 

images that reveal the arrangement and spatial relationships of the atoms within the molecules. On 

the other hand, scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) is used when we require information about 

the electronic structure of the probed molecule. Within this measurement, we can visualize a real-

space distribution of voltage-dependent tunneling current intensity, which is proportional to the 

density of states at the probed region of the molecule. By measuring the current flowing between the 

sharp probe tip and the surface, STM offers insights into the electronic properties of the molecules, 

such as the distribution of electronic orbitals and energy levels.  

One significant advantage of utilizing AFM and STM techniques in conjunction with OSS is the 

ability to compare experimental images with theoretical simulations. Through theoretical 

calculations based on optimized molecular structures and calculated electron density, we can 

generate simulated images that closely resemble the experimental results. 28,29 This direct comparison 

between experimental and simulated images serves as a straightforward evaluation of the theoretical 

model, allowing for validation and refinement of the computational methods employed. 

By combining experimental observations obtained through SPM with theoretical simulations, we 

can gain a comprehensive understanding of the structural and electronic properties of the synthesized 

materials. This integrated approach enhances the accuracy and reliability of the results, providing 

valuable insights into the relationship between molecular structure and function. Through the careful 

analysis and comparison of experimental and simulated data, we can refine our theoretical models 

and optimize the design and synthesis of conjugated hydrocarbons and nanomaterials with desired 

properties and functionalities. 

Computational chemistry has become an integral component of numerous chemical disciplines, 

including material science and nanomaterial chemistry, complementing the efforts of 

experimentalists. In this thesis, we aim to provide a comprehensive understanding of the theoretical 

methods employed in our research, as well as the specific techniques utilized for calculations, 
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simulations, and various analyses. The field of OSS, particularly within the SPM community, heavily 

relies on theoretical calculations to gain deeper insights into the electronic structure and the 

underlying processes that occur between experimental measurements, particularly at elevated 

temperatures. Theoretical calculations serve as a valuable tool to elucidate the intricate details of the 

molecular systems under investigation and provide a more comprehensive understanding of their 

behavior. 

In the following two chapters, we will focus on the theoretical background of the calculations 

employed, elucidating the principles, methodologies, and limitations associated with these 

computational approaches. We will explore how these methods contribute to the description of the 

systems under study, allowing us to make informed interpretations and predictions. Furthermore, we 

will emphasize the crucial aspect of comparing theoretical results with experimental data, as this 

provides validation for the theoretical models employed and strengthens the reliability of the 

findings. Through this integrated theoretical-experimental approach, we aim to validate our 

theoretical models by comparing the predictions with experimental observations. The agreement 

between theory and experiment enhances our confidence in the reliability and accuracy of the 

theoretical methods employed. It also serves as a solid foundation for drawing meaningful 

conclusions and expanding our knowledge in the field of on-surface synthesis. 

Chapter 4 focuses on the research projects, each including an introduction to the project, the role 

of the author within the project, and his contribution to the presented results. Copies of the 

publications are then included at the end of the subchapters. This chapter focuses on the on-surface 

synthesis protocols, the importance of computational chemistry in elucidating reaction mechanisms, 

and the complexity of such studies. The role of the surface, as well as adatoms, is discussed, and 

possible limitations of used calculations are presented. 

The conclusion of the author’s research presented in this thesis, together with the contribution to 

the knowledge is presented in Chapter 5. A concise and brief overview is given, and special attention 

is paid to the novelty and limitations of the presented research. An outlook on the scientific future of 

the author as well as the direction of OSS research is presented in the 7th chapter. Then a complete 

list of used literature follows, stating all sources used during the research and writing of this thesis. 

The author’s publication list is included above, highlighting the scientific achievements during his 

starting career. The closing chapter includes a short summary of the author’s broad scientific focus, 

achievements, and training.  
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2. Computational chemistry methods 

Computational chemistry is a rapidly growing field that has revolutionized the way we approach 

chemistry and physics. It involves the use of physical models interpreted by mathematical apparatus 

and computational techniques to simulate chemical and physical phenomena. These computational 

methods have become increasingly important in physicochemical fields as they allow us to study 

complex systems that would often be impossible to investigate experimentally. Furthermore, 

computational chemistry methods have become more accessible due to advances in computer 

science, which has enabled us to tackle problems that were previously beyond the reach of traditional 

experimental methods. As a result, computational chemistry has become an essential tool for 

scientists in fields such as materials science, drug discovery, and catalysis. The choice of 

computational chemistry method depends on various factors, such as the size of the system, the 

property of interest, and the level of accuracy required. For small molecules and accurate electronic 

structure calculations, quantum mechanics-based methods can be employed but less computationally 

demanding methods are required for large systems of hundreds and thousands of atoms. Quantum 

chemistry methods from the post-Hartree-Fock (HF) family, such as configuration interaction, 

complete active space self-consistent field (CASSCF), and coupled cluster are commonly used. 

However, these methods are computationally expensive and are limited to small systems. For larger 

systems, density functional theory (DFT) is often used. DFT is a more efficient approach that 

calculates the electronic structure of molecules by integrating the electron density rather than 

explicitly solving the wave function. DFT is widely used for studying large systems and is 

particularly useful for calculating molecular geometries, vibrational frequencies, and spectroscopic 

properties. Beyond the size limits of quantum mechanical (QM) methods, calculations based on 

classical physics can be employed to study certain properties of interest. Molecular mechanics (MM) 

is a method that models the motion and interactions of atoms and molecules by classical physics. 

The use of classical physical equations in comparison to QM allows for studying large systems. Due 

to the design of the terms in MM, this method cannot describe bond breaking and is thus not suitable 

for studying chemical reactions. In some cases, a hybrid approach that combines both quantum and 

classical mechanics is used. This approach, known as QM/MM (quantum mechanics/molecular 

mechanics), allows for studying complex chemical systems such as enzymatic reactions. While the 

more precise QM part describes the core of the problem, e.g., a chemical reaction or a molecular 

spectrum, the MM part generates the surrounding environment to account for its influence on the 

conformation and/or electrostatics of the QM part. Finally, molecular dynamics (MD) simulations 

can be used to study the motion and behavior of molecules over time. This approach is commonly 

used to study the dynamics of large biological molecules and materials. Ultimately, the choice of 

computational method depends on the specific system and property of interest, as well as the 

computational resources available. It is often necessary to use a combination of methods to gain 
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enough information for a correct description of the studied system. This work describes the author’s 

research employing various methods, which will be briefly described in the following subchapters. 

2.1. Density Functional Theory 

During the 20th century, there were numerous groundbreaking achievements in science. The ones 

that are directly linked to this work are the development of quantum mechanics, a remarkable 

technological advancement in computers, and the development of DFT. Now with the proper theory 

and methodology, we can model, study, and describe systems from atoms to nanomaterials with 

atomistic insight and high accuracy. 

This great success of DFT is built on Hohenberg and Kohn’s theorems,30 a series of 

approximations, and the feasibility of numerical solving.31,32 Starting from the basics, the first 

theorem states that the electron density determines the wavefunction uniquely and, therefore can be 

calculated in the place of the complex wavefunction. This means a significant speed-up since the 

electron density depends on only three spatial coordinates, while the wavefunction is a function of 

3N with N electrons. The second theorem shows that the ground state electron density minimizes the 

total energy. This fact allows for numerical solving of the total electron density through the 

variational principle. 

At this point, the basics of DFT are still a many-body problem with a limitation to a small number 

of electrons. The important approximation that allowed DFT to become the workhorse of 

computational chemistry was presented by Kohn and Sham.33 They introduced the Kohn-Sham 

equations (eq. 1 and 2), which reduce the many-body problem to a set of non-interacting one-electron 

functions, represented by one-electron orbitals (Kohn-Sham orbitals).34 

 𝐹𝐾𝑆𝜑𝑖 = 𝜀𝑖𝜑𝑖 (1) 

 
𝐹𝐾𝑆 = −

1

2
∆𝑖 + 𝑉𝑆(𝑟) (2) 

Here, FKS is the Kohn-Sham functional, 𝜑i are the one-electron orbitals, and VS is the effective 

potential of the system. In such form, each electron is treated separately as it interacts with an 

effective average electron density. By optimizing the Kohn-Sham orbitals and applying the Kohn-

Sham functional with known VS, we obtain the ground state electron density and energy. The problem 

lies in the form of the effective potential. 

Through a series of expressions of total energy contributions and beneficial separations, the 

following form for the total electronic energy is given: 
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 𝐸[𝜌(𝑟)] = 𝑇𝑆[𝜌] + 𝐽[𝜌] + 𝐸𝑁𝑒[𝜌] + 𝐸𝑋𝐶[𝜌] (3) 

The terms describing the kinetic energy (TS), Coulomb’s interaction between electrons (J), and 

interaction between electrons and nuclei (ENe) are known and easily calculated. The last term, EXC is 

the energy component defined by the so-called exchange-correlation (XC) functional (VXC), and its 

form is unknown. The electrons interact with the nuclei at a given geometry via Coulomb’s 

interaction and this part of the potential energy is system dependent. Other parts of the total energy 

are system independent and as such are generally applicable to every system. These system-

independent contributions include the electron-electron interactions and the kinetic energy of 

electrons. A classical part of the electron-electron interaction is described again by Coulomb’s 

interaction, but the missing non-classical part has an unknown form. After calculating the exact 

kinetic energy of the non-interacting system, there are two missing terms from the independent total 

energy terms. Since they are unknown, the missing part is approximated by using the exchange-

correlation functional in eq. 3, which aims at restoring most of the missing energy. After expressing 

the terms in eq. 3 and their derivation, we obtain a form of the VS (see eq. 4), which we can insert 

into equation 2, and with the one-electron orbitals, we obtain the total energy. 

 

𝑉𝑆(𝑟) = ∫
𝜌(𝑟2)

𝑟12
𝑑𝑟2 + 𝑉𝑋𝐶(𝑟1) − ∑

𝑍𝐴

𝑟1𝐴

𝑀

𝐴

 (4) 

We see that VS depends on the electron density and so depends on the orbitals. Therefore, the solution 

can be found only iteratively. 

The numerical process of finding the ground state electron density starts with a trial density 

which is generated by different approaches from some initial set of orbitals. It can be for example a 

set of atomic orbitals on individual atoms or a precalculated initial set of molecular orbitals (MOs). 

The MOs are obtained by a linear combination of atomic orbitals, represented by basis functions in 

a basis set. During the iterative solution of the total electron density, the linear combination of all 

basis functions is adjusted via expansion coefficients to minimize the total energy of a system. 

Therefore, the size of the basis set strongly influences the precision but also the calculation time. 

There is a plethora of variations in the form of the exchange-correlation functional. On the ladder 

of complexity (accuracy) exist various approximations to the VXC, namely local density 

approximation (LDA), generalized gradient approximation (GGA), meta-GGA, hybrid functionals 

using a fraction of exact exchange from HF, and more. Within each of these families of functionals, 

there are numerous individual functionals, that were developed by different groups and for various 

systems. It is always important to use a suitable functional for a given problem for accurate and 

reliable results. Throughout this research, we employed a few different functionals, which will be 
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named in Chapter 3.5. together with their use in specific investigations. They belong to families of 

GGA, hybrids, and range-separated hybrids. 

GGA functionals improve the treatment of the missing correlation energy with respect to LDA 

by taking into account also the gradient of the charge density, not only the density at a given point.35 

GGA functionals describe molecules sufficiently well, becoming the workhorse within DFT. Often 

within GGA, the functional form was separated into correlation and exchange parts, which are then 

developed individually. Further improvements were introduced by combining the GGA functionals 

with a fraction of an exact exchange obtained from a HF calculation.36,37 This approximation to VXC 

is called hybrid functional. It was found that a fruitful cancelation of errors is present in the various 

FXC and that the inclusion of 100 % of the exact exchange instead of the approximate one from GGA 

worsens the results.38,39 For that reason, only a fraction of Hartree-Fock’s exchange, usually between 

10 and 50 %, is added to the DFT. A third approximation used in this work is termed range-separated 

hybrid.40 It is an expansion of the previously described hybrid functionals, with range-separated 

spatial regimes in which a mixture of the approximate and exact exchange contribution varies.  

2.2. Molecular Mechanics 

Classical physics based on Newtonian equations is not only easily understood thanks to our 

everyday perception but also easily defined and evaluated in molecular systems. This reason makes 

MM computationally very efficient and allows us to study large systems of thousands of atoms, such 

as proteins, nucleic acids, and biological membranes. The set of equations describing various 

potentials is defined by so-called force fields (FF) and each potential is described by a discrete term. 

The evaluation of all included terms yields the total potential energy of the system in each molecular 

structure. Various types of FF were developed for specific uses, e.g., for nucleic acids, proteins, 

lipids, solid interfaces, and many others. 

 𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = ∑ 𝐾𝑟(𝑟 − 𝑟0)2 + ∑ 𝐾𝜃(𝜃 − 𝜃0)2

𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒𝑠𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑠

+ ∑
𝑉𝑛

2
[1 + cos(𝑛∅ − 𝛾)]

𝑑𝑖ℎ𝑒𝑑𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑠

+ ∑ [
𝐴𝑖𝑗

𝑅𝑖𝑗
12

−
𝐵𝑖𝑗

𝑅𝑖𝑗
6

+
𝑞𝑖𝑞𝑗

𝜖𝑅𝑖𝑗
]

𝑖<𝑗

 

(5) 

Each FF then differs in the potential terms and various parameters for different atom types. 

Equation 5 shows the simple Amber force field,41 consisting of three bonding and two nonbonding 

terms. Firstly, let us briefly describe the FF terms. The construction of the FF via the potential 

functions is aimed at the description of important and easily evaluated interactions between 

individual atoms. First, there is a bonding term that has a harmonic oscillator form that defines the 

potential energy of all covalently bound atoms. Two parameters are needed for this term, the 
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equilibrium distance between the two atoms and the spring constant. The next terms define the 

potential energy of angles and torsions. These terms depend on three and four atomic centers, 

respectively, and as such define the potential energy with respect to hybridization, molecular orbital 

overlaps, and twists along bonds. Non-bonding terms describe weak non-covalent interactions, i.e., 

van der Waals (vdW) interactions and stronger electrostatics. Both terms iterate over all pairs of 

atoms (unless a cutoff range is defined), and evaluate the potential energy based on the atomic 

distance, well-depth and equilibrium distance. The general progress of the vdW term in the Lennard-

Jones form is illustrated in Figure 1. The last-mentioned term describes electrostatics and is derived 

from Coulomb’s law, depending on the two atomic charges and their distance. Various other terms 

may be included to describe missing interactions, but this brief description is sufficient for the 

methodology used herein, as we will show in later chapters. 

 

Figure 1: Lennard-Jones potential of the van der Waals interaction between two atoms with the 

equilibrium distance at r0. 

As mentioned above, FFs are defined not only by the potential terms but also by a set of 

parameters that enter these functions. For a specific FF, each atom has its atom type defined based 

on its chemical surroundings, giving rise to certain properties in connection to the defined terms. 

Then for each potential term, there is a set of parameters that defines the equilibrium properties of 

all the possible combinations in the defined system. That is, for bonding term, there will be all 

possible pairs of atom types present in the system and so on. The file that contains all these 

parameters for the molecular system in each calculation is called the topology file. The topology file 

is irrespective of the structural changes, it is defined for an initial structure and stays fixed throughout 

the whole calculation. Therefore, MM is unable to describe chemical changes throughout reactions. 
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2.3. QM/MM 

The two computational methods described in previous chapters, DFT and MM, illustrate the two 

poles of underlying physics that describe the chemical properties. In some cases, it is beneficial to 

use their combination in a single calculation,42 i.e., combine quantum mechanics with high accuracy 

on the small area of interest, and molecular mechanics to simulate an environment, or QM/MM for 

short. This methodology is commonly used for many various cases, be it molecules in a solvent, 

active sites in enzymes, and in our case, molecules on surfaces. QM/MM is an important method for 

our study of reaction mechanisms and the electronic structure of conjugated molecules, as it allows 

us to simulate a flat substrate for molecules without the need for expensive DFT calculations on 

hundreds and thousands of heavy atoms. The studied system is divided into layers, and each layer is 

described by different levels of theory (see Figure 2).  

 

Figure 2: Illustration of QM/MM partitions in a real system. Left-hand side partitions correspond to 

the additive scheme with three terms evaluating corresponding energy values. The partition on the 

right illustrates the subtractive scheme. 

The QM/MM method comes in two flavors, additive and subtractive (extrapolative) schemes. 

The first one defines total energy as the addition of three energy terms: the energy of the MM part 

(EMM), the energy of the QM part (EQM), and their interactions (EMM-QM) (see Equation 6). 

 𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡 = 𝐸𝑀𝑀 + 𝐸𝑄𝑀 + 𝐸𝑀𝑀−𝑄𝑀 (6) 

The layer in the MM region is the environment (surface) and the total energy of this layer is calculated 

with the chosen FF and parameters from the topology. The second layer, the QM part, is evaluated 

using our DFT method of choice. In the additive scheme, the interactions between the two layers are 

the tricky part but with only non-covalent interactions is simple to define. The second scheme is 

called subtractive or sometimes extrapolative. It takes a simpler approach to the total energy 

evaluation. The system is still divided into two layers (can be more, but we keep two for simplicity), 

the real system and the model, which is the smaller part of interest. Equation 7 shows the energy 

decomposition: 
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 𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡 = 𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙
𝑀𝑀 + 𝐸𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙

𝑄𝑀 − 𝐸𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙
𝑀𝑀  (7) 

In this scheme, we still have the high-level calculation on the model system as previously, but the 

MM calculations are now two and differ. First, a calculation of the real system with all atoms 

calculates the MM energy of the low layer (surface) and the interactions between the layers. The 

second MM calculation is carried out only for the model system and subtracted from the other two 

energies. This ensures the omission of the MM energy on the model and thus double evaluation. This 

scheme is easier to implement since the MM-QM interactions are solved solely within the chosen 

FF. 

In our case, we describe the molecules using DFT, and we model the surfaces using MM. Since 

we work with homogeneous metallic substrates, we neglect the partial charges in the MM region, 

and the only interactions are described by vdW. In the case of adatoms, these are included in the QM 

partition. In some instances, the isolated adatom in the QM region shows incorrect properties, and a 

wider QM region, including several metal atoms in the surface layer, must be used. 

2.4. Molecular Dynamics 

In order to be able to simulate the studied system as it evolves in time at a certain temperature, 

we carry out MD calculations. Like MM, this method is based on Newton’s equations of motion 

from classical physics. The most important parameter which we must define for each MD simulation 

is the time step, which must be short enough to capture the fastest motion in the system. For the 

duration of the chosen time step, the atoms are acted upon with forces calculated from MM or QM. 

Due to the continuous force, we obtain the velocity of each atom in each time window and the 

acceleration. The initial velocities of the starting structure are randomly assigned by Maxwell-

Boltzmann distribution depending on the temperature of the simulation. 

In our work, we carried out MD simulations for the description of the behavior of the studied 

molecules at the experimental conditions, namely on-surface reactions at elevated temperatures. 

During the evolution at the final temperature, the molecular system explores the conformational 

space of accessible states but a spontaneous transition across the reaction barrier is unlikely. This 

process happening during the simulation of one molecule has such a low probability that it is called 

a rare event. For us to observe these changes, we need to apply a suitable methodology and push the 

system across the barrier. There are various methods how to achieve this. Herein we will discuss the 

method called umbrella sampling (see Chapter 3.4.), which can describe the process along a defined 

reaction coordinate, and what is more, the results can be interpreted as free energy profiles, which 

bare a high experimental significance. 
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3. Reaction Mechanisms - Theory 

In the previous chapter, we introduced the employed methods of computational chemistry, laying 

the foundation for the current chapter, where we will focus on the physicochemical properties and 

connection of the calculations with experiments that we can study using the abovementioned 

methods. First, we will focus on the comprehensive study of reaction mechanisms, the information 

obtained from experiments, the systematic procedure, and finally specific techniques with details of 

the calculations themselves. Then, we will introduce the technical information about the calculations, 

such as quantum chemistry codes, concrete force fields, exchange-correlation functionals, and so on. 

Understanding the mechanisms by which reactions occur is crucial for advancing fields such as 

organic chemistry, biochemistry, and materials science. By deciphering the underlying molecular 

interactions, we can unlock the potential for developing novel compounds and controlling chemical 

processes. Within the context of OSS using SPM techniques, chemical reactions can be driven by 

temperature and light or be induced by the SPM tip by applying voltage bias between the tip and the 

surface. Herein we will describe the theoretical methods used for studying the reaction mechanisms 

of thermally driven reactions. 

In the subsequent sections, we will provide detailed descriptions of the theoretical methods 

utilized in our study of reaction mechanisms. This includes a listing of utilized quantum chemistry 

codes, force fields, exchange-correlation functionals, and other technical aspects relevant to our 

calculations. Herein, we aim to establish a comprehensive understanding of the computational tools 

and methodologies that enable us to explore and comprehend the intricacies of chemical reactions. 

3.1. Bond dissociation energy 

In the initial phase of every investigation, it is optimal to carry out quick and simple analyses to 

obtain the first information about the studied problem. Often this original inquiry will give a hint on 

how to proceed in the next steps with more time and/or resource-demanding techniques. In 

computational chemistry, studying changes in properties before and during chemical reactions, the 

first analysis that comes to mind is the evaluation of bond dissociation energy (BDE). BDE simply 

quantifies the bond energy of investigated chemical bonds, both covalent and non-covalent. As such, 

the calculations consist of three separate jobs, which are simple and quick, depending on the size of 

the system and the method used. 

In the case of dissociation, the first calculation is a relaxation of the initial state molecule, and 

the obtained total energy can be noted as EA. After that, two other calculations are needed, specifically 

relaxations of the created fragments following the dissociation step. The two obtained energies will 
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then be EB and EC. With these energies obtained at a sufficient level of theory, the simple evaluation 

of BDE is obtained through equation 8: 

 𝐵𝐷𝐸 = 𝐸𝐵 + 𝐸𝐶 − 𝐸𝐴 (8) 

This simple evaluation of various bond energies can show an initial trend in regioselectivity. In 

the sense of comparison within a system, the BDEs of different bonds, e.g., C-H bond dissociation, 

with the same reference (B and C fragments) can be directly compared for trends. Once we are 

interested in the energetics during the reaction, the references to B and C fragments play a significant 

role. Gas-phase calculations would neglect any stabilizing interactions of the reactive species and 

thus, the energetic profile would be greatly overestimated. It is important to note here, that such 

calculations only compare energies of the stable states along the reaction path, i.e., minima on the 

energy profile. As such, we obtain no information about the energy barrier along the investigated 

reaction pathway. 

It is possible to increase the accuracy and relatability of the calculated energies with experiments 

by calculating the vibrational modes of each molecular fragment (A-C) and obtaining total enthalpies 

(H) instead of energies through thermal corrections. Although in our experience, the differences 

between E and H in these primary analyses are marginal.  

3.2. Biradical character 

Another quick description of the electronic structure connected to reactivity along the reaction 

pathway is available with the analysis of biradical character. While open-shell molecules are highly 

reactive due to their singly occupied orbitals, the case of closed-shell molecules is not so 

straightforward. In a perfect closed-shell system, each valence orbital is exactly doubly occupied, 

and each virtual orbital is thus empty. In the real world, the situation changes. The occupation 

numbers vary from exactly 0 and 2 due to either the thermal occupation of higher electronic states or 

the multireference character of the ground state wavefunction. Therefore, we see that we can define 

a range for biradical character, where 0 means a perfect closed-shell system, and 1 means a perfect 

diradical, with two exactly singly occupied orbitals. This relationship can be evaluated by a well-

known Yamaguchi formula, which quantifies the amount of open-shell character of the frontier 

natural orbitals (NOs).43 

 
𝑦𝑖 = 1 −

2𝑇𝑖

1 + 𝑇𝑖
2 (9) 

 𝑇𝑖 =
𝑛𝐻𝑂𝑁𝑂−𝑖 − 𝑛𝐿𝑈𝑁𝑂+𝑖

2
 

(10) 
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In eq. 10, n stand for occupation numbers of respective NOs specified in subscripts. The natural 

occupation numbers are accessible from a DFT calculation after transforming the canonical MOs 

into NOs. Due to the simplicity of this method, it can be applied to high-level calculations such as 

CASSCF and other multireference methods. 

The biradical character is a quick measure of the “openness” of the electronic structure with 

respect to the frontier orbitals. On one hand, we obtain a number that defines the molecule on the 

merits of unpaired electron density without giving further information about this density difference. 

On the other hand, we can visually analyze the frontier orbitals and judge by their occupation 

numbers the approximate effect of the induced biradical character. For example, with HOMO being 

a bonding orbital on a bond of interest and LUMO being the corresponding antibonding orbital, then 

the higher the biradical character is, the weaker the bond will be. Nonetheless, this indirect analysis 

is tedious in larger systems with highly delocalized orbitals. 

A method developed directly for this purpose called finite temperature DFT (FT-DFT) uses a 

method of thermal smearing of electron occupation to obtain fractional orbital occupations.44 The 

difference here is, that the calculation is not suitable for the evaluation of y0, but for an integration of 

the unpaired electron density and plotting of its spatial distribution. What one gets from this 

calculation is the effective number of unpaired electrons and the real-space distribution of this 

unpaired density. This cost-effective calculation can be presented either stand-alone with the 

integrated unpaired electron density and its real space imaging or together with Yamaguchi’s 

measure of biradical character. The plotting of the real-space unpaired electron density quickly shows 

which part of the molecule is the most affected by the mixing of the frontier orbitals. Figure 3 shows 

the plots of the fractional electron density of anthracene, pentacene, and triangulene, and one can 

easily see the middle rings in linear acenes bearing the largest unpaired electron density. 
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Figure 3: Plots of integrated fractional occupation density for anthracene (a), triangulene (b), and 

pentacene (c). Isosurface level is 0.005 a.u. 

As mentioned above, y0 can be easily calculated on various computational methods regardless of 

the QM program used. The FT-DFT on the other hand is implemented in only some codes, from 

which Orca was used during this work. For the calculation itself, one DFT job is required, assuming 

we already have a relaxed structure at an appropriate level of theory. During this job, one must 

include a keyword telling the program to enter the FT-DFT routine after the SCF cycle has converged 

and the temperature for the electronic smearing. The temperature is not chosen by the theoretician, 

as a relationship between the temperature and the XC functional was established by the authors of 

the method. The established dependence for reliable and comparable results is given in eq. 11, 

 𝑇𝑒𝑙 = 20,000 𝐾 × 𝑎𝑥 + 5,000 𝐾 (11) 

where Tel is the electronic temperature in K, and ax is the exact HF exchange in the used functional. 

One can see from this relation that a wide range of DFT methods can be used, except for range-

separated hybrid functionals, for which there is no formula developed. In the end, this is not 

necessarily a problem, as the FT-DFT method with the Tel defined in eq. 11 gives qualitatively similar 

results regardless of the employed functional. An important note is that the compared functionals 

must give qualitatively similar solutions to the MOs.  

3.3. Transition state 

The previous subchapters described a few options on how to gather initial information about the 

investigated system in the context of reactivity and energetics related to the initial state. Once we 

gather the information, we are faced with a decision on how to proceed further. Either way, if the 

primary investigation resulted in successful differentiation of reaction steps or not, the following 

calculations should focus on energetics along possible reaction pathways with a focus on reaction 
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barriers. The advantage of at least rough differences from BDE or radical character calculations 

makes the search for relevant reaction pathways more efficient. 

In this chapter, we will discuss the methods of locating transition states (TS) along defined 

reaction steps. Reiterating back to the beginning, the information from experiments includes the 

initial state (IS), the product, a.k.a. final state (FS), and the reaction conditions. Based on the number 

of possible elementary steps connecting the IS with the FS the number of possible reaction pathways 

rises quickly. By obtaining BDE and the total energies of all the intermediates, we can form a 

complete picture of energy profiles along all pathways. But as mentioned above, these profiles lack 

any information regarding the reaction barriers. For this purpose, we want to locate the TS connecting 

two intermediate states (IM) and obtain the total energy at the saddle point. This task is often easier 

said than done and the success of these calculations strongly depends on our ability to define and 

predict the changes from IS to IM1 and so on. There exist various options for how to relax the 

structure toward the first-order saddle point instead of the local minimum. First, as we mentioned 

here, the TS is a saddle point, to be precise, a first-order saddle point on the many-dimensional 

potential energy surface. This means that on a two-dimensional surface (variation of two bond 

lengths, for example), the TS will be a point at which the first derivation of energy is zero, and the 

system has exactly one imaginary vibration mode. Along this vibration, the energy of the system 

lowers, while along with any other vibration, the energy rises. The imaginary harmonic vibration is 

such that it moves the molecular structure to reactants and products, depending on the phase of the 

vibration. It is the difference from an equilibrium molecular structure in a local minimum, where 

every vibrational mode leads to an increase in energy. 

From a practical point of view, various algorithms for relaxation toward the TS exist, yet the 

main challenge persists in the design of the calculation and the insight into the reaction by the 

theoretician. It is apparent that the calculation with a task to find a TS cannot start from an ambiguous 

molecular structure in its local minimum. There would be no guarantee that the algorithm follows 

the desired TS toward the relevant chemical change. Therefore, an approximate TS must be provided 

as the starting geometry. This task is the key input and the experience and chemical intuition of the 

investigator are the deciding factors for the success of the calculation. 

Once TS was located and verified by frequency calculation for an imaginary vibration, the total 

energy of the TS can be plotted in the energy profile graph. This is our first attempt to describe the 

kinetics of a reaction by analyzing the reaction barriers along the studied pathways. The obtained 

energy is an important improvement, yet very crude and lacks a direct connection to experimental 

data. The total energies obtained from QM calculations are at 0 K and do not include any 

thermodynamical corrections. For this reason, the only valid practice is to locate TS along various 

reaction steps and compare the energy profiles along competing reaction pathways. 
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In our cases, we are mostly interested in intra- or intermolecular reactions involving 

cyclodehydrogenation steps. It is important to realize the limitations and advantages of the OSS 

conditions. On the one hand, the substrate induces planarization in molecules that would seek 3D 

conformation in gas-phase (or solution) to minimize the steric hindrance. The reactions are thus 

constrained to mostly only two dimensions, with exceptions being certain out-of-plane distortions 

and the aforementioned planarization. This quasi-2D reaction space can lead to structurally similar 

conformers leading to different TS along one reaction step. An example of this may be the 

dissociation of hydrogen on a gold adatom, where two TS were found with different barrier heights. 

One is where the C-H bond distorts out-of-plane above the adatom, and the H atom binds to the 

catalyst from above. In the second, the C-H distorts in-plane and the H atom binds to the adatom 

from the side. 

3.4. Umbrella sampling 

The aforementioned methods are static and describe various properties offering a basic insight 

into the chemical behavior of the system under investigation, but unfortunately, they lack direct 

connectivity to experimental observations. For this reason, we expanded our portfolio of theoretical 

methods with molecular dynamics simulations. By letting the prepared system, be it reactants, evolve 

in time at some final temperature with MD, the molecular structure will sample the conformational 

space accessible at a given temperature. Our calculations are unfortunately limited by the duration 

of such simulations and also memory requirements and therefore, we are able to study only relatively 

short time periods. During this short simulation, it is highly improbable that the reactants will 

undergo chemical changes even if thermally accessible during the simulation. Processes with a 

significant barrier along the energy profile are called rare events and for us to obtain the sampling 

during the reaction itself, we need to carry out simulations designed for rare events MD. 

One such methodology is called umbrella sampling. In this type of simulation, we need to 

precisely define our reaction coordinate, 𝛇, along which we will perform the analysis. Along this 

chosen reaction coordinate, e.g., bond length, we will create windows for separate simulations in 

which we apply a harmonic bias potential (see Figure 4). The potential will be centered at the window 

position with a force constant large enough to overcome the expected (predicted) rare event but small 

enough to allow for conformational sampling around the minimum of the potential. By applying this 

harmonic potential in each window of the defined 𝛇, we enforce the sampling of the available space 

along the defined reaction path. It is expected that the procedure of choosing the force constant k and 

the spacing between windows will not be universal for different processes. They are tightly connected 

and there exist requirements that must be met for the simulations to be correct. First, the k must be 

higher than the energy barrier, which the system must overcome during the simulation. Second, the 

overlap of sampling between windows must be sufficient and the whole reaction coordinate must be 
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properly sampled. This is checked by plotting the histogram of sampled distances (depends on the 

definition of 𝛇, can also be angles, etc.) in each window and their overlap is controlled. It is clear that 

too high k will make sampling of values further from the center of the bias potential much more 

difficult, and the overlap will be poor. Therefore, the window spacing is dependent on the chosen k. 

It is worth noting that the window spacing and k do not have to be uniform along the 𝛇, they can 

differ around the critical points, especially the TS. Around the TS, high distortive forces are pushing 

the system away from the TS and it can be challenging to sample the space around this value properly. 

If this is encountered, additional windows with a higher k can be added for better sampling around 

this point on the 𝛇. On the other hand, in a rather shallow area of the 𝛇, the k can be small and fewer 

windows may be required for a sufficient sampling of the available space, although a longer 

simulation time may be required. All this comes down to a tradeoff between the number of separate 

simulations and the simulation time. Once all simulations are performed, data collected and overlaps 

checked, we can move further for the analysis itself. 

 

Figure 4: Illustration of the umbrella sampling method. The graphs represent energy profiles (black 

dashed curve) along a reaction coordinate 𝛇. (a) a sampling of free MD is marked by green curves, 

illustrating the inability to sample along the whole reaction coordinate. (b) parabolas illustrate the 

harmonic bias potential applied in each window and the higher the force constant k, the narrower the 

parabola. Spacing between windows is also highlighted as d. Red parabolas have tighter potential 

around the transition state to sample this region sufficiently.  
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During the simulations in each window, we collect the relevant data for the postprocessing 

analysis that leads to free energy profiles along the studied 𝛇. The data points are nothing else than 

the values along the defined 𝛇, in the present case bond length stretching. This means that for each 

time step of the MD run, the bond length on which we act with the bias potential is measured and 

printed. After collecting this data, we analyze them using the weighted histogram analysis method 

(WHAM),45,46 which iteratively restores the free energy profile (FEP) from the molecular partition 

function in each window. For this, we need to know the temperature of the simulation, the harmonic 

bias potential force constant, and the values from the MD run itself. 

Once the FEP is obtained, we can quantitatively evaluate the reaction’s thermodynamics and 

kinetics at the experimental conditions. This method offers a direct link to the experimental 

measurements. In the case of agreement between theory and experiment, we can dial in on the 

changes in properties in specific parts along the reaction. It is important to note here that the 

qualitative accuracy of the described simulations is dependent on the underlying theory used. 

Although we use a QM/MM scheme using hybrid functionals with MM describing the metallic 

surface, a cautious approach when interpreting the calculated FEP is recommended. To avoid the 

presentation of absolute quantitative results, we calculate various similar reaction pathways which 

could either form the same product via another sequence or mechanism or form a different product 

by e.g., following similar reaction pathways in different positions of the reactant. This way, the 

resulting FEP of the proposed reaction pathway is put into the context of the molecule’s possible 

reactions leading to various products. 

3.5. Methods 

Throughout the research on this thesis, three QM programs were used, and one for MM and MD 

simulations. For MD, the Amber package was utilized, specifically the free part known as Amber 

Tools, from which the Sander code was used as the MD engine.47 This allows for the application of 

constraints required for the umbrella sampling simulations. Throughout this work, no calculations 

were using only standalone MM calculations and they were always coupled within QM/MM 

methodology. The QM/MM scheme was used in two QM codes, Gaussian,48 and FIREBALL.49 

The Gaussian suite is a well-established commercial program offering a wide range of DFT 

methods together with high-level post-HF techniques. This program was the main software used 

throughout the author’s research presented herein. Routine calculations including geometry 

relaxations, BDE, and locations of TS were carried out in this program. It offers a versatile QM/MM 

environment ONIOM50 belonging to the subtractive (extrapolative) scheme which allows for the 

inclusion of surface. The metallic surface was built with three atomic layers and the atoms were 

fixed. The vdW parameters for the metals in MM were obtained from the Interface FF.51 The 
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inclusion of the vdW parameters was done by including amber=softfirst in the input line, and VDW 

Au0 1.4755 5.2900 specifying the parameters for gold. In the case of silver, the parameters are VDW 

Ag0 1.4775 4.5600. In the calculations locating TS, an approximate geometry was first generated by 

hand, and then relaxation toward the first-order saddle point was performed. Once the algorithm 

successfully located the TS, it was confirmed by frequency analysis. BDE calculations were 

performed in three separate calculations, first, the reactant molecule was relaxed. Then, the total 

energies of the dissociated products were calculated at their relaxed geometries. The BDE was then 

calculated according to eq. 8. Concerning the level of theory, the go-to method was 𝛚B97X-D52 

long-range separated functional with the def2-SVP53 basis for relaxations and def2-TZVP54 for 

single-point calculations. Other functionals used throughout the research presented herein include 

B3LYP,37,55,56 PBE,35 and PBE0.35,57 In the case of performing umbrella sampling with Gaussian 

(Gaussian called for QM by Sander), the Sander routine had to be slightly modified to accommodate 

single-point calculations of wavefunction stability. Throughout the reaction coordinate of a reaction, 

the electronic structure of the reactants will change drastically. An issue may arise if the DFT 

calculation follows a solution that is unstable and another, lower energy solution exists. For this 

reason, stability optimization was performed at the beginning. After confirming a stable solution at 

a given geometry, corresponding to each window in umbrella sampling, the simulations were 

performed. 

The second main QM program was FIREBALL. It is a fast DFT code, which allows efficient 

calculations of larger systems or longer simulations. Its main principle consists of precalculating the 

interaction integrals of all elements of interest on a fine grid at the desired level of theory. The 

resulting values are stored in a file and accessed by the code during the calculation itself. This way, 

the DFT calculations avoid the most expensive step and the jobs do not require parallelization. By 

including FIREBALL in Sander, it can be used to solve the QM part in QM/MM scheme within the 

MD simulations. 

The third QM program used was Orca,58,59 which includes the method of FT-DFT for calculations 

of integrated fractional occupation densities. The main details of the calculations are included in 

Chapter 3.2. The level of theory for the NFOD calculations includes the abovementioned GGA and 

hybrid functionals at the def2-TZVP basis set. 

For the MD simulations, the Sander engine from AmberTools (part of the Amber program) was 

employed. The details of the umbrella sampling calculations as well as the protocol are described 

here. First, the reaction coordinate of investigated reaction must be well-defined. After that, various 

options are available. First, starting from the IS, we drive the structure along the reaction coordinate 
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by minimizing it in each window with given restraint and force constant k. Second, if we have TS 

located, we can start from there and drive the structure in both directions, toward IS and FS by 

applying the restraints in each window again. The best option in our case has proven to be to perform 

a minimization at 0 K in the initial steps. After obtaining the set of N structures for N windows, we 

start MD simulation runs. First, we must temper the system to a finite temperature, and finally, 

perform a simulation with constant temperature for data collection. In our case, since we are 

interested in C-H dissociation and/or C-C bond formation, the time step must include the shortest 

vibrations, which are C-H stretching modes. Therefore, the selected time step for our MD simulations 

is 0.5 fs, and the simulation time was set up to 10 ns. This ensures sufficient sampling along the 

reaction coordinate. Another important parameter of each MD simulation is the harmonic bias 

potential applied in each window. We have acquired a set of default values that are generally 

applicable to cyclodehydrogenation reactions with great success. The window spacing is usually set 

to 0.1 Å and the force constant k is set to 300 kcal·mol-1·Å-2. After the successful simulations, we 

plot the histogram of sampling in each window and check the overlap of all windows. If the TS is 

too steep, the sampling is usually poor around the high-energy points and the overlap is poor. In this 

case, additional windows with higher k are added to properly sample the whole conformational space 

along the reaction coordinate. After ensuring a sufficient overlap, we perform the final analysis using 

the weighted histogram analysis method (WHAM).45  
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4. Reaction mechanisms in on-surface synthesis protocols 

4.1. Introduction 

Traditional solution-based organic chemistry suffers from challenges such as poor 

regioselectivity and solubility issues due to the complex three-dimensional nature of reactions and 

the use of solvents. Additionally, the presence of a non-inert environment hinders the isolation of 

highly reactive species like radicals. However, a promising field has emerged that focuses on organic 

synthesis catalyzed by atomically flat surfaces under ultra-high vacuum (UHV) conditions.13–15,60,61 

This innovative approach allows for the preparation and isolation of new molecules and materials 

that were previously unattainable through conventional synthesis routes.62–67 By utilizing this 

bottom-up strategy, the surface-based synthesis capitalizes on the unique properties of reactions 

occurring on a flat surface,68,69 effectively reducing the reaction space to two or even one 

dimension.70,71 This reduction offers numerous advantages, including enhanced control over reaction 

outcomes and the ability to induce planarization in deposited molecular precursors, depending on 

their structure and steric hindrance.72  

The planarization induced by the surface interactions serves two principal purposes. Firstly, it 

catalyzes intramolecular cyclodehydrogenation reactions in non-planar precursors, effectively 

transforming them into planar structures.73–76 Secondly, polymerization reactions occur exclusively 

within the molecular plane, enabling the formation of one- or two-dimensional polymer chains.77–79 

Such precise control over surface reaction processes opens up exciting possibilities for tailoring the 

properties and structures of synthesized molecules and materials. Furthermore, metallic surfaces, 

which are commonly used in this field, exhibit unique catalytic properties due to the presence of 

natively occurring metallic single adatoms at elevated temperatures.69,80,81 Reactions on surfaces can 

be driven by various means, including temperature, light, or SPM tip, although only the first case 

was utilized within this research. 

In summary, surface-based synthesis offers a novel strategy in organic chemistry by providing a 

controlled and versatile platform for the creation of novel molecules and materials. The ability to 

manipulate reactions on atomically flat surfaces under UHV conditions opens up new possibilities 

for achieving previously unattainable regioselectivity, isolation of reactive species, and precise 

control over polymerization processes. Computational chemistry is an important tool in this emerging 

field with advanced simulations and modeling techniques, contributing to an understanding of 

processes happening and allowing the design and development of future surface-based synthesis 

strategies. 
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Computational chemistry methods offer great insight into the studied problems, which in this 

case are reaction mechanisms. With an insight on the atomic level and an accurate description of 

electronic structure throughout the critical steps of reactions, the effects governing the studied 

reactions on a surface can be described in detail. One must ensure that the key aspects of OSS are 

properly described by the methodology used. The most apparent is the modeling of the surface. In 

most cases, the molecules interact with the metallic surfaces only weakly, which permits the use of 

cheaper techniques for modeling the surfaces. By describing the metallic surfaces with MM and all 

interactions being only non-covalent van der Waals forces, we are no longer limited by the size of 

the surface structure. This method is only justified in physisorbed molecules on metallic surfaces 

with small and homogeneous partial charges on the surface atoms. Another key feature of OSS is the 

adatoms, which play crucial roles by interacting with the deposited molecules and catalyzing 

chemical reactions. Since the adatoms are part of the reaction itself, they must be included in the QM 

partition. In some cases, a part of the surface below the reaction site needs to be treated by QM as 

well to capture the interactions and changes in electronic structure throughout the reaction. The third 

main aspect which needs to be taken into account when analyzing reactions is temperature and the 

evolution of the reaction system in time. By running MD simulations, we sample the molecular 

motion at finite temperatures throughout the reaction pathway and obtain two main results. One, we 

can analyze the trajectories in the sense of structures, involvement of individual atoms in the reaction, 

deformations, etc. Two, by applying the appropriate method, we can obtain free energy profiles of 

individual reaction pathways and compare their kinetics and thermodynamics, which we can relate 

to experimentally observed products. 

In this chapter, we will present three projects on OSS with unusual reaction outcomes. The role 

and importance of theoretical calculations in each project will be discussed as well as the author’s 

contribution to the project. The resulting publications in peer-reviewed scientific journals will be 

attached. Project number one is focused on 1D conjugated molecular chains of similar chemical 

structures but strikingly different products after on-surface cyclodehydrogenation reactions. Project 

two studies the cooperation effect of adatoms of different elements in the formation of colinear 

polymers. The last project discussed herein, focusing on OSS, investigates the mechanism of highly 

selective activation of aromatic C-H bond at room temperature by a single gold atom.  

4.2. Intrapolymeric cyclization 

When starting from two chemically similar reactants, they are expected to undergo nearly 

identical reactions. Here we discuss our findings on the reactivity of two seemingly equivalent 

molecular chains. Two polymers built from either anthracene or bisanthene moieties linked by 

ethynylene bridges (see Figure 5) were previously synthesized and characterized.72 
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Figure 5: Chemical structures of anthracene (a), bisanthene (b), ethynylene linker (c), and pentalene 

linker (d). Hydrogens and double bonds were omitted for clarity. 

However, after further thermal treatment, it was found that they undergo severely different 

reactions, leading to well-defined pentalene-bridged polymers in the case of bisanthene, and a 

plethora of defects in the case of anthracene. Theoretical analyses and simulations of reaction 

pathways were required to understand the processes leading to different products and uncover the 

driving forces for this behavior. The clues provided before and during the investigation included 

apparent differences in bond lengths along the bridges and theoretical calculations of the polymer’s 

resonance structure. 

4.2.1. Author’s contribution to the published results 

The author was tasked to propose various reaction pathways, calculate relevant properties, carry 

out simulations along proposed pathways, and propose a possible mechanism based on results. The 

straightforward way of proposing reaction pathways is by connecting start and finish with the least 

number of individual consecutive reaction steps. Due to irregular products from the anthracene 

polymer, our reference pathway follows the bisanthene transformation. For one linker to form a 

pentalene bridge, two dehydrogenation steps of the bisanthene (anthracene) units must occur, and 

one step of cyclization. It is important to note that the cyclization process closes both rings (of 

pentalene) concurrently and thus is regarded as one step. Then, from permutations of the proposed 

sequential steps, we obtain three reaction pathways along which we carry out our calculations and 

MD simulations. First, the location of transition states along each reaction step was done, and from 

these TS appropriate reaction coordinates for umbrella sampling simulations were defined. After the 

collection and analysis of the obtained free energy profiles, marginal differences were found between 

the two polymers, leaving the question of mechanism unanswered. The author then carried out 

calculations of the vibrational modes of the polymers in structures before the defining reaction step, 
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designed a methodology for analyzing the importance of each vibration, and analyzed the results. 

The analysis of the contribution of individual vibrations is shown in Figure 6. 

 

Figure 5: Visual comparison of relevant atomic movements within individual vibrational modes (red 

vectors) and atomic movements along the reaction coordinate from IS to TS (blue vectors). (a) an 

initial working version of visualization utilizing green cones as a guide for the angle difference 

between blue and red vectors. A cosine similarity can be presented in the accompanying table. (b) 

final visualization version from the published manuscript. IS is modeled with a solid backbone, and 

the TS structure is translucent.  

It was found that the two polymers have distinctly different altered conjugation, which results in 

unlocking vibrations promoting the desired reaction steps in bisanthene. This conclusion could be 

drawn considering the clues provided by other calculations and experimental images hinting at the 

conjugation differences.  

4.2.2. Article 
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4.3. Cooperative effects of sodium and silver 

A three-fold symmetric molecule of hexaaxatriphenylene (HAT) was deposited on the Ag(111) 

surface, a 2D self-assembly was observed thereafter, and the following annealing resulted in HAT 

desorption without evident on-surface reactions. In the case of the co-deposition of NaCl onto 

Ag(111), the same self-assembly of HAT was observed together with NaCl islands. A radically 

different scenario occurred after the annealing step, after which covalent colinear polymers of HAT 

were present on the clean Ag(111) surface. Experiments showed that part of sodium atoms remained 

on the surface, while all Cl was desorbed during the heating as AgCl. Hence, Cl- does not contribute 

to the reaction, while Na+ plays a crucial role in polymerization. Theoretical calculations were 

employed to explain the role of sodium cations in the observed OSS and to propose a reaction 

mechanism that leads to the colinear polymers. 

4.3.1. Author’s contribution to the published results 

The author’s task was to mainly probe and propose suitable mechanisms explaining the formation 

of colinear covalent HAT polymers. The key information provided by experiments highlights the 

necessity for the Na+ ions to be present. Initial calculations comparing the binding energies of Na+ 

and Ag with HAT molecules points to a stronger interaction with the previous. This allows the 

formation of noncovalent dimers (two HAT bound by Na+), which withstand higher temperatures 

without desorbing. This first piece of new information sheds light on the importance of sodium 

presence for high-temperature chemical reactions. The main part of the author’s calculations 

followed, the investigation of possible reaction pathways leading to colinear molecular chains. 

In this case, the initial state of the explored reaction was the noncovalent dimer. In this structure, 

three symmetrically inequivalent hydrogens are present, and dissociation thereof would lead to 

various possible products, see Figure 7. It is noteworthy that the species binding the two polymers 

together is unknown. The two bidentate ligands (each HAT has two N atoms in each “pocket”) 

together with a partial negative charge on each nitrogen offer variable binding options. The C-H 

dissociation was considered to be catalyzed by Ag adatoms, and the TS along the reaction steps was 

localized. After that, umbrella sampling MD simulations were carried out to obtain free energy 

profiles for a direct comparison of various paths. 
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Figure 6: (a) chemical structure of HAT monomer. (b) noncovalent dimer bound together by a metal 

adatom in two bidentate pockets. Three inequivalent hydrogen positions are labeled. Hydrogens were 

omitted for clarity. 

In this study, we carried out the umbrella sampling using two programs for benchmarking. More 

details are written either in Chapter 3.2. Methods, or in the Methods section within the attached 

article below. This approach was opted for due to the inclusion of Na+ for which our group had no 

experience and results using the FIREBALL code. The umbrella sampling MD simulations using 

Amber and linked Gaussian programs required special attention to the routines generating the input 

and calling the Gaussian jobs due to possible wavefunction instabilities along the reaction coordinate. 

This issue was troubleshot and resolved, and the final free energy profile (calculation of only one 

reaction step due to high computation time and resources) was compared with our standard 

Amber/FIREBALL method. The comparison shows a nearly identical profile shape with a change in 

the barrier height of around 5 kcal/mol. It is important to note here that the Amber/FIREBALL results 

overestimate the barrier height with respect to the higher accuracy Amber/Gaussian method. 

4.3.2. Article 
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4.4. High regioselectivity of aromatic C-H bond 

The reactivity and functionalization of aromatic compounds are challenging due to relatively 

strong C-H bonds and their ambiguity. Targeting specific bonds and ensuring high selectivity would 

open possibilities for cleaner and cheaper synthetic routes of numerous chemicals, including 

pharmaceutics, the food industry, agriculture, etc. Herein, we present an example of single gold 

atoms at room temperature (RT) dissociating aromatic C-H bonds and forming organometallic 

dimers. Most importantly, this reaction happens exclusively in one of two possible positions, 

rendering the observed reaction regiospecific with the marginal chemical difference between the two 

C-H bonds.  

4.4.1. Author’s contribution to the published results 

A simple aromatic molecule, dicianoanthracene (DCA) was previously reported on various 

metallic surfaces, and formations of different self-assembly phases were observed.82–84 In the case of 

depositing DCA onto a clean Ag(111) surface, a simple close-packed self-assembly is formed. The 

situation changes when gold atoms are co-deposited onto the silver surface. A new phase is seen, 

consisting of covalently bound DCA dimers with an atom binding the two molecules. Thus, 

organometallic dimers are formed in the presence of gold adatoms on a silver surface. What is more, 

the reaction is highly regioselective, offering a potential mechanism for new synthetic routes in OSS. 

With other theoretical calculations probing the nature of the gold adatoms, the author was again 

tasked with the design of the theoretical analysis and proposing a reaction mechanism that would 

explain the observed products. 

 

Figure 7: (a) DCA molecule with two symmetrically inequivalent hydrogens are labeled by their 

position. Covalently bound organometallic dimers in trans- and cis-positions are illustrated in b and 

c, respectively. 
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After finding out that the gold adatoms are in their atomic form, the analysis of the DCA 

molecules and possible pathways could begin. It was confirmed that the C-H bonds in positions 1 

and 2 are equivalent, and no intrinsic regioselectivity is present. Dissociation onto the adatom 

exhibited the expected lowering of the barrier to approx. 50 kcal/mol, still too high for RT reaction 

and without a sign of regioselectivity. We subsequently considered the possibility of interaction of 

the adatoms with the edges of the DCA self-assembly islands. It was readily clear that additional 

lowering of the barrier was achieved by this approach to approx. 30 kcal/mol at a temperature of 0 

K. By performing the MD simulations of free energy profiles at RT, we saw that the final barrier of 

C-H dissociation was lowered to 19 kcal/mol, already thermally accessible at RT. What is more, this 

reaction shows a clear preference for position 2 over position one, for which the barrier is almost 

twice as high due to steric hindrance and electrostatic repulsion. After a successful definition of the 

reaction pathway, we further analyzed the underlying mechanism for such dramatic catalytic and 

regioselective properties of single atom gold catalyst. 

4.4.2. Article 
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5. Conclusion 

This thesis serves as a comprehensive presentation of the author's research on the topic of on-

surface synthesis (OSS), with a specific focus on the theoretical investigation of reaction 

mechanisms. This work aims to highlight the author's unique findings and contributions to the field. 

The thesis begins by introducing the methodology of OSS, and the integration of scanning probe 

microscopy techniques, which enable the manipulation and characterization of these surface 

reactions. Furthermore, the thesis provides an assessment of the achievements and limitations of 

OSS, offering insights into the current state of the field. Together with the background of theoretical 

chemistry methods including quantum and molecular mechanics, the selection of methodologies 

utilized in the research is presented, offering readers a deeper understanding of the computational 

tools and techniques employed. The author’s results and contributions to the findings throughout his 

Ph.D. studies are highlighted by the selection of published articles in high-impact peer-reviewed 

journals.  

The primary objective of the first project was to investigate the reaction mechanism of 

intrapolymeric cyclization in two chemically similar polymers. The focus was on understanding why 

this cyclization occurs only in one of the polymers, despite both having similar chemical properties. 

To unravel this mystery, the free energy profiles of various reaction pathways and individual reaction 

steps were analyzed. The initial analysis revealed that the reaction barriers alone do not determine 

which pathway the polymer will take. If one were to simply follow the path with the lowest reaction 

barrier, both polymers would form pentalene-bridged polymers. However, it was evident that other 

factors came into play. In considering the reaction rate at a constant temperature, it became apparent 

that the exponential prefactor, in addition to the activation energy, influences the reaction rate 

according to the Arrhenius equation. In ultra-high vacuum conditions, where the reaction occurs 

intramolecularly, the collision theory is not applicable. Instead, the prefactor provides information 

about the attempt frequency based on the vibrational modes of the molecule. To gain insights into 

these vibrational modes and their impact on the relevant atoms during the cyclization reaction step, 

vibrational calculations were performed. Significant differences were observed between the two 

polymers. The bisanthene polymer exhibited several vibration modes in which the relevant carbon 

atoms involved in forming new bonds vibrated in phase. Moreover, the overlap of these vibrations 

with the initial (IS) to transition state (TS) transition was remarkable. On the other hand, the 

anthracene polymer lacked these specific vibration modes. Although some vibrations of the relevant 

carbon atoms were present, the two carbons involved in bond formation vibrated out of phase, thus 

not contributing to the attempt frequency. The observed differences in vibrations were attributed to 

a change in π-conjugation between the two polymers. Therefore, while bisanthene would form the 
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pentalene linkers, anthracene undergoes two subsequential dehydrogenation steps, which ultimately 

lead through a distinct TS to defects, in agreement with experimental observations. This work 

showcases the importance of π-conjugation in the context of aromatic-quinoid transition in 

conjugated hydrocarbons, as it can unlock new reaction pathways. 

The second research project in this thesis focused on investigating the role of sodium atoms in 

the formation of colinear polymers. Initially, experimental observations indicated that one-

dimensional polymerization did not occur in the absence of sodium, as the HAT 

(hexaazatriphenylene) molecules desorbed at elevated temperatures. The goal of this project was to 

understand the underlying mechanisms that enable the formation of linear polymers in the presence 

of sodium. Calculations were conducted to explore the effect of sodium cations binding to HAT 

monomers, forming noncovalent organometallic dimers. These dimers exhibited stronger molecule-

substrate interactions, which helped hold the molecules on the surface even at higher temperatures. 

The binding of HAT monomers to the sodium cations facilitated C-H cleavage, catalyzed by the 

Ag(111) surface native adatoms. This C-H cleavage step was essential for polymerization to occur. 

By performing calculations on the bond dissociation energies (BDEs) of the dimers, it was observed 

that the three inequivalent C-H positions displayed variations, with the BDE increasing as the C-H 

distance from the sodium cation increased. However, the calculated free energy profiles revealed that 

the second position had the lowest energy barrier. This finding indicated that polymerization would 

occur by formally appending further dimers to the growing chain. This mechanism elucidated the 

formation of two colinear polymers as observed experimentally. Furthermore, the coordinated 

sodium atom in each tetradentate coordination pocket of two HAT molecules played a crucial role in 

holding the polymers together. The presence of sodium facilitated the on-surface reaction and 

enabled the formation of linear polymers. 

The third and final research project presented in this thesis focused on investigating the effect of 

codepositing gold adatoms on the Ag(111) surface. By depositing DCA (dicyanoanthracene) 

molecules on various coinage metals with native or deposited metallic adatoms, different self-

assemblies of DCA were formed. In this particular study, the goal was to understand the 

regioselective activation of aromatic C-H bonds at room temperature and the formation of 

organometallic dimers by codepositing DCA with gold on a silver surface. Initially, calculations were 

performed to clarify the nature of the gold adatoms on the Ag(111) surface. The results revealed that 

the gold adatoms had low hybridization and exhibited atomic-like characteristics. Subsequent 

calculations on the DCA molecules, aimed at probing the regioselectivity of C-H dissociation, did 

not yield successful outcomes. To explore the possible reaction mechanism, the diffusion of free gold 

adatoms on the surface towards the edges of the DCA self-assembly was considered. It was observed 

that the interaction between the gold atom and the nitrogen atom positioned the gold close to the 
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targeted C-H bond within a noncovalently bound DCA dimer. Calculations of the transition state 

indicated a significant reduction in the activation energy of C-H dissociation in this complex. Further 

simulations of free energy profiles solidified these findings by demonstrating a reduction in the 

energy barrier to a mere 19 kcal/mol at room temperature. Importantly, this reaction step was found 

to be regiospecific. Other C-H dissociation barriers were higher due to factors such as steric 

hindrance, electrostatic repulsion, or a lack of interaction between the gold and nitrogen atoms. The 

key effect in reducing the barrier was the hybridization of gold's s and d orbitals, which mitigated 

repulsion with nitrogen. This research project showcased the promising potential of combining 

various metallic adatoms and surfaces in OSS protocols. Moreover, it demonstrated the significant 

effect of self-assembly and adatom interactions, resulting in regiospecific bond scission at room 

temperature. The findings of this study highlight the prospects for manipulating surface reactions 

through the controlled use of metallic adatoms and provide valuable insights for the design of novel 

OSS methodologies. 

In summary, the author's Ph.D. studies encompassed multiple research projects focused on 

investigating reaction mechanisms in OSS protocols. These studies involved the application of 

various theoretical methods, allowing for direct comparisons with experimental findings. The 

author's research aimed to elucidate the key effects of OSS observed in SPM experiments and 

propose reaction mechanisms that explain the formation of specific products.  
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6. Závěr 

Tato práce slouží jako ucelená prezentace autorova výzkumu na téma syntézy na povrchu (OSS) 

se zvláštním zaměřením na teoretické zkoumání reakčních mechanismů. Cílem této práce je 

vyzdvihnout autorovy jedinečné poznatky a přínosy v této oblasti. 

Práce začíná představením metodologie OSS a integrací technik mikroskopie skenovací sondou, 

které umožňují manipulaci a charakterizaci těchto povrchových reakcí. Dále práce poskytuje 

hodnocení úspěchů a omezení OSS a nabízí pohled na současný stav oboru. Spolu s pozadím 

teoretických chemických metod včetně kvantové a molekulové mechaniky je představen výběr 

metodik využitých ve výzkumu, který čtenářům nabízí hlubší pochopení použitých výpočetních 

nástrojů a technik. Výsledky a přínos autora k poznatkům v průběhu jeho doktorského studia jsou 

zdůrazněny výběrem publikovaných článků ve vysoce impaktovaných recenzovaných časopisech. 

Hlavním cílem prvního projektu bylo prozkoumat reakční mechanismus intrapolymerní 

cyklizace u dvou chemicky podobných polymerů. Důraz byl kladen na pochopení, proč k této 

cyklizaci dochází pouze v jednom z polymerů, přestože oba mají podobné chemické vlastnosti. K 

odhalení této záhady byly analyzovány profily volné energie různých reakčních drah a jednotlivých 

reakčních kroků. Počáteční analýza odhalila, že samotné reakční bariéry neurčují, kterou cestou se 

polymer vydá. Pokud bychom jednoduše sledovali cestu s nejnižší reakční bariérou, oba polymery 

by tvořily polymery s pentalenovým můstkem. Bylo však zřejmé, že do hry vstupují další faktory. 

Při zvažování rychlosti reakce při konstantní teplotě se ukázalo, že kromě aktivační energie ovlivňuje 

rychlost reakce podle Arrheniovy rovnice také exponenciální prefaktor. V podmínkách 

ultravysokého vakua, kde reakce probíhá intramolekulárně, se srážková teorie neuplatňuje. Místo 

toho poskytuje prefaktor informaci o frekvenci pokusu na základě vibračních módů molekuly. Aby 

bylo možné získat přehled o těchto vibračních módech a jejich vlivu na příslušné atomy během kroku 

cyklizační reakce, byly provedeny výpočty vibrací. Mezi oběma polymery byly pozorovány 

významné rozdíly. Polymer bisanthenu vykazoval několik vibračních módů, v nichž příslušné atomy 

uhlíku podílející se na tvorbě nových vazeb vibrovaly ve fázi. Navíc bylo pozorováno značné 

překrývání těchto vibrací s přechodem z počátečního (IS) do přechodného stavu (TS). Naproti tomu 

polymer anthracenu tyto specifické vibrační módy postrádal. Ačkoli některé vibrace příslušných 

atomů uhlíku byly přítomny, dva uhlíky zapojené do tvorby vazby vibrovaly mimo fázi, a 

nepřispívaly tak k frekvenci pokusu. Pozorované rozdíly ve vibracích byly připsány změně π-

konjugace mezi oběma polymery. Zatímco by tedy bisanthen tvořil pentalenové vazby, anthracen 

prochází dvěma následnými dehydrogenačními kroky, které nakonec vedou přes odlišný TS k 

defektům, což je v souladu s experimentálními pozorováními. Tato práce ukazuje důležitost π-
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konjugace v kontextu aromaticko-chinoidního přechodu v konjugovaných uhlovodících, protože 

může odemknout nové reakční cesty. 

Druhý výzkumný projekt této práce se zaměřil na zkoumání úlohy atomů sodíku při tvorbě 

kolineárních polymerů. Zpočátku experimentální pozorování ukázala, že k jednorozměrné 

polymeraci nedochází v nepřítomnosti sodíku, protože molekuly HAT (hexaazatrifenylen) při 

zvýšené teplotě desorbují. Cílem tohoto projektu bylo pochopit základní mechanismy, které 

umožňují tvorbu lineárních polymerů v přítomnosti sodíku. Byly provedeny výpočty, které zkoumaly 

vliv sodíkových kationtů vázajících se na monomery HAT za vzniku nekovalentních 

organokovových dimerů. Tyto dimery vykazovaly silnější interakce mezi molekulami a substrátem, 

což pomáhalo udržet molekuly na povrchu i při vyšších teplotách. Vazba monomerů HAT na sodné 

kationty usnadnila štěpení C-H, které katalyzovaly nativní adatomy povrchu Ag(111). Tento krok 

štěpení C-H byl nezbytný pro průběh polymerace. Provedením výpočtů vazebných disociačních 

energií (BDE) dimerů bylo zjištěno, že tři neekvivalentní polohy C-H vykazují změny, přičemž BDE 

se zvyšují s rostoucí vzdáleností C-H od sodného kationtu. Vypočtené profily volné energie však 

ukázaly, že druhá poloha má nejnižší energetickou bariéru. Toto zjištění naznačuje, že polymerace 

probíhá formálním připojováním dalších dimerů k rostoucímu řetězci. Tento mechanismus objasnil 

vznik dvou kolineárních polymerů, jak bylo pozorováno experimentálně. Kromě toho hrál 

koordinovaný atom sodíku v každé tetradentátní koordinační kapse dvou molekul HAT klíčovou roli 

při udržování polymerů pohromadě. Přítomnost sodíku usnadnila reakci na povrchu a umožnila vznik 

lineárních polymerů. 

Třetí a poslední výzkumný projekt prezentovaný v této práci se zaměřil na zkoumání vlivu 

kodepozice adatomů zlata na povrch Ag(111). Depozicí molekul DCA (dikyanoantracenu) na různé 

mincovní kovy s nativními nebo deponovanými kovovými adatomy byla vytvořena různá 

samouspořádání DCA. V této konkrétní studii bylo cílem pochopit regioselektivní aktivaci 

aromatických C-H vazeb při pokojové teplotě a tvorbu organokovových dimerů kodepozicí DCA se 

zlatem na povrch stříbra. Nejprve byly provedeny výpočty k objasnění povahy adatomů zlata na 

povrchu Ag(111). Výsledky ukázaly, že adatomy zlata mají nízkou hybridizaci a vykazují atomární 

vlastnosti. Následné výpočty na molekulách DCA, zaměřené na zkoumání regioselektivity disociace 

C-H, nepřinesly úspěšné výsledky. Pro zkoumání možného reakčního mechanismu byla zvažována 

difúze volných adatomů zlata na povrchu směrem k okrajům samouspořádání DCA. Bylo zjištěno, 

že interakce mezi atomem zlata a atomem dusíku umisťuje zlato do blízkosti cílové vazby C-H v 

nekovalentně vázaném dimeru DCA. Výpočty přechodového stavu ukázaly významné snížení 

aktivační energie disociace C-H v tomto komplexu. Následné simulace profilů volné energie 

potvrdily tato zjištění tím, že prokázaly snížení energetické bariéry na pouhých 19 kcal/mol při 

pokojové teplotě. Důležité je, že tento reakční krok je regiospecifický. Ostatní bariéry disociace C-
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H byly vyšší v důsledku faktorů, jako jsou sterické bránění, elektrostatické odpuzování nebo 

nedostatek interakcí mezi atomy zlata a dusíku. Klíčovým efektem při snižování bariéry byla 

hybridizace s a d orbitalů zlata, která zmírnila odpuzování s dusíkem. Tento výzkumný projekt ukázal 

slibný potenciál kombinace různých kovových adatomů a povrchů v protokolech OSS. Navíc 

prokázal významný vliv samouspořádání a interakcí adatomů, což vedlo k regiospecifickému štěpení 

vazeb při pokojové teplotě. Výsledky této studie zdůrazňují vyhlídky na manipulaci s povrchovými 

reakcemi prostřednictvím řízeného použití kovových adatomů a poskytují cenné poznatky pro návrh 

nových metodik OSS. 

Souhrnně lze říci, že doktorské studium autora zahrnovalo několik výzkumných projektů 

zaměřených na zkoumání reakčních mechanismů v protokolech OSS. Tyto studie zahrnovaly použití 

různých teoretických metod, což umožnilo přímé srovnání s experimentálními zjištěními. Cílem 

autorova výzkumu bylo objasnit klíčové efekty v OSS pozorované při SPM experimentech a 

navrhnout reakční mechanismy, které vysvětlují vznik konkrétních produktů.  
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7. Outlook 

Looking forward, the research presented in this thesis opens up exciting possibilities for future 

studies in the field of on-surface synthesis. The findings and methodologies developed by the author 

provide a solid foundation for further investigations and advancements. Here are some potential 

avenues for future research: 

1) Elucidating the role of other adatoms: Building upon the research investigating the 

effects of sodium and gold adatoms, future studies could explore the impact of other 

adatoms on surface reactions. Investigating different metallic species and their 

interactions with specific molecules could lead to the discovery of novel catalytic 

systems and reaction pathways. 

2) Extending the scope of reactions: While the presented projects focused on specific 

reactions and systems, numerous other on-surface reactions remain to be explored. We 

can investigate a wider range of substrates, molecules, and adatoms to expand our 

understanding of the underlying mechanisms and expand the toolbox of on-surface 

synthesis. 

3) Exploring new theoretical approaches: While the author employed various theoretical 

methods, including DFT and molecular mechanics, there is always room for further 

improvement and innovation. We can explore using advanced computational techniques, 

such as machine learning and post-HF, to tackle more complex systems and provide 

more accurate predictions. 

4) Designing functional materials: The knowledge gained from understanding reaction 

mechanisms in on-surface synthesis can be applied to the design and synthesis of 

functional materials with tailored properties. By manipulating the reaction conditions, 

adatom interactions, and molecular structures, we can aim to achieve specific 

functionalities and properties in surface-confined materials, leading to applications in 

areas such as electronics, catalysis, and energy storage. 

In conclusion, the research presented in this thesis represents a significant contribution to the 

field of on-surface synthesis. The author's findings, published in high-impact scientific journals, 

demonstrate the quality and importance of the research conducted. The outlined outlook provides a 

roadmap for future investigations, enabling further advancements and breakthroughs in on-surface 

synthesis and its applications. 
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